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Water ninja pokemon

From Bulbapedia, a Pokémon encyclopedia driven by the community. Greninja (Japanese: abbreviated as Gekkouga) is a bi-type water/ Dark Pokémon introduced in Generation VI. It developed from frogadier starting at stage 36. It was Froakie's final form. With the Bon Battle Ability, Greninja can transform into a special form known as
Ash-Greninja. Greninja with the Battle of Ability Bond should not breed. Greninja biology is pokémon like dogs, frogs. It is mostly dark blue with a yellow chest, a white triangle signifying upwards of each eye, a blue star of four eyes on each thigh, and yellow on the lower half of its face. He has red eyes with white disciples and his mouth is
hidden behind a large pink tongue that wraps around his neck and extends out behind his head. Running into the middle of his head is advanced like a fin, and there are the same fins on each side of his head. Light blue webbing connects the fins of his head. There are large lumps such as white bubbles on each elbow and knee. His hind
legs have two legs, while his front legs have three. Each digit has a menthol end and yellow webbing. Greninja moves with the speed and grace of ninjas. It uses rapid movement to mistake its enemies as it inhales them with weapons made of compressed water, most commonly in the form of distilling stars. These discarded stars are
sharp enough to break metal. In the past, Water Shuriken and Mat Block were his signature steps. Through a transformation called the Bon Phenomenon, Greninja Ash in the anime and any Greninja with the Battle Of Ability Bond in Generation VII can be transformed into an alternative form called Ash-Greninja. In this form, Greninja's
skin exchanges a lighter blue color, while her face gets red lines and her cheeks and side fins turn black, changing shape to resemble Ash's hair. His legs are stronger in this form, and he has the ability to form a large Water Shurikens behind him. In the anime In the main series Ash-Greninja in the anime Greninja Ash's Frogadier main
appearance developed into Greninja in the Decision Festival! during his fight with Bisharp Heidayu. He soon gained the ability to transform into Ash-Greninja. Greninja A Greninja sanpei appears in the Stealthy Challenge!, under Sanpei's owner. It reappears in Ninja Legend! and Celebration of Decisions!. It is mostly seen outside the Poké
Ball. Another greninja begins in A Rush of Ninja Wisdom!, under Ippei's owner, but only in fantasy. Greninja made a physical appearance in Ninja Legend!, then reappeared in the next episode. Greninja in Diancie and Koko destruction, under the owner of the Riots. It is its main Pokémon, used to help it in its thickness. A greninja's small
appearance appears in the opening sequence of Volcanoes and Mechanical Marvel, as it evolves from Froakie and Frogadier. Frogadier. inclusion of The Pokémon Episode XY052 Greninja Ash's Pokédex Greninja, Ninja Pokémon, and frogadier's evolving form. Greninja's quick movement leverages his opponent, and he can compress
water into stars that throw sharply. XY100 Greninja Ash's Pokédex Greninja, Ninja Pokémon, and Froakie's last form. Greninja can compress water into stars that throw sharply. With the grace of a ninja, he slips in and out of sight to attack from the shadows. In GOTCHA! A Greninja's music video briefly appears in GOTCHA!, under
Serena's owner. In the manga Greninja in the Pokémon Odyssey In the film adaptation Riot has Greninja in Diancie and Koko annihilation. In the monsters pocket manga Main article: Greninja Ash's Greninja appears in fantasy in JNM01. In the main article of the Pokémon manga odyssey: Croaky Y's Frogadier, Croaky, develops into
Greninja during the battle against Xerosic in the Malamar Trap. In the main article TCG: Greninja (TCG) Greninja's other appearances in Detective Pikachu Super Smash Bros. Main article: Greninja (Super Smash Bros.) Detective Pikachu Lima Greninja appears in Detective Pikachu. They have been genetically modified and put in a
room. They are then used to chase after Harry Goodman, as well as Tim and Lucy when they break into Howard's facility. This Pokémon inclusion Pokédex game data was not available before Generation VI. Generation VI KalosCentral #009 Hoenn #- X It creates a distilling of stars from compressed water. When it spins them and throws
them at high speed, these stars can break the metal in two. Y He appeared and vanished with the grace of the ninja. He played songs with his enemies using appropriate movements, while inhaling them by throwing out sharp water stars. Omega Ruby It creates stars that throw away compressed water. When it spins them and throws
them at high speed, these stars can break the metal in two. Alpha Sapphire He appears and vanishes with the grace of a ninja. He played songs with his enemies using appropriate movements, while inhaling them by throwing out sharp water stars. Game location In a side game In the event Of Game Events Events Regional Events
Stage Period Of Agitation Bc Level Ash Greninja All hiding 37 November 18, 2016 and so on Held items Games Held Event Items* Master Ball (100%) Statistics Statistics Greninja Ash-Greninja Type of effectiveness Learning Generation VIII Generation Other Generations: VI - VII Pokémon is not available in Generation VIII.Click on the
above generation numbers to see greninja lessons from other generations. Ash-Greninja Pokémon Shuffle Attack Power side game data: 70 - 110 5 #177 Power 4+ more damage when you make the fourth match. Skill Swapper: The Combination of The Evolutionary Power of the Battle of Bon Greninja 96px Dark Form Of Ash-Greninja
Greninja Water with the Battle Bond transformed into Ash-Greninja, for the balance of battles, battles, the opposing party with direct damage. The Original Trivia Sprites of Greninja's overall appearance are based on frogs, and it may have been inspired by horned frogs of the genus Megophrys and Ceratophrys due to protrusions raised
above his eyes. The color scheme and body shape are the same as fancy leaf frogs. Bubble-like protrusions on his body may be based on the parotoid glands of the toad, possibly referencing the traditional myth of toads causing the chairman, although they may also be the marginality of Froakie and frogadier frubbles. Like its species
name, Greninja is also based on ninjas. Japanese culture associates frogs and toads with ninjas based on the folklore of Gallant Jiraiya (児 son of Jiraiya Gōketsu Monogatari) about ninjas who can form large toads. Greninja and its pre-evolution can also draw inspiration from thieves or the class of deniers as they often rely on speed and
stealth and are often seen as agile or ranged fighters while tending to focus more on ignition attacks rather than withstanding damage. Ash-Greninja's appearance is based on Ash's outfit in Pokémon Siri: XY. Greninja's original name is a combination of grenouille (French for frog) and ninja. Gekkouga is a combination of a kōga-ryū and a
kōga-ryū. It can also come from ⽉之 gekkō (moonlight), referring to the popular concept of ninjas walking all night or to Greninja's Dark typing, or the combination of the two. In other languages Language Title Meaning Japanese ゲッコウガ Gekkouga From げこっ geko and 甲賀流 Kōga-ryū French Amphinobi From amphibie and shinobi
Spanish Greninja Same as English name German Quajutsu From Quak and Ninjutsu Italian Greninja Same as English name Korean 개굴닌자 Gaegulninja From 개굴개굴 gaegul-gaegul and ninja Cantonese Chinese 甲賀忍蛙 Gaaphohyánwā From 甲賀流 Gaapho-làuh, 忍者 yánjé, and 蛙 wā Mandarin Chinese 甲賀忍蛙 Jiǎhèrěnwā From
甲賀流 Jiǎhè-liú, 忍者 rěnzhě, and 蛙 wā More languages Greek Γκρενίντζα Greníntza From English name Hindi े नजा Greninja Transcription of English name Russian Грениндзя Grenindzya Transcription of English name Thai เก็คโคกะ Gekkouga Transcription of Japanese name Ash-Greninja Related articles External links ← #657:
Frogadier #659: Bunnelby → Pokémon species GreninjaPokémon characterNational PokédexFrogadier - Greninja (#658) - BunnelbyFirst gamePokémon X and Y (2013)Designed byYusuke OhmuraVoiced byYūji Ueda (Japanese)Billy Bob Thompson (English) Greninja (ゲッコウガ , Gekkōga, /aɪˈnɪndɪə/ greh-NIN-jî) is a Pokémon
species on Nintendo and the franchise of Pokémon Game Freak, introduced in Pokémon X and Pokémon Y, which has appeared in various Pokemon media. It is The evolution of Froakie, a water-type beginner of Pokemon X and Y, with both the ability of 'Torrent' or 'Protean', with 'Battle Bond' as an event ability, allowed it to become
Ash-Greninja, and frogadier's immediate evolution. Categorized as a Pokémon Ninja, Greninja is a Water and Dark type Pokemon that is a master like a proper and stolen frog. He appeared in the XY anime Pokémon series as one of Ash Ketchum's main Pokemon, voiced by Yūji Ueda. This Greninja uses his bond with Ash to transform
into a unique form, Ash-Greninja, which is then released into the game as a form that Greninja accessible to Pokemon Sun and Moon Special Demo Version players. Greninja was introduced as a playable warrior to the super smash bros franchise. with Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U as one of the five representatives of
the Pokemon series, and integrated into manga such as Pokémon Odyssey. Greninja has been met with very positive reception, quickly becoming one of the sixth generation's most popular Pokémon due to its design and strength that ends up in a competitive game. Its popularity has resulted in its integration into various pokémon
franchise items and promotions. [1] Greninja's concepts and features are frog-like creatures packed with dark blue and yellow skin underground, with long, thin limbs, physical lying especially reminiscent of the principal frog. What resembles a pink scarf is actually his prahensil tongue wrapped around his head. Two long, ear-like
protrusions are extended from both sides of the head and relate to a smaller horn-like structure in the middle by azure blue webbing. The same azure dye tompoks can be found on each thick thigh, arguably a ninja star or battle scar. Just like frogs, Greninja has webbed legs, wall-link cups on each digit, and strong hind legs. He shoots a
stream of compressed ejaculation patterns from the footprints of his hands. Large bubbles are available on each member of the body. A bipedal creature, Greninja can stand comfortably on its hind legs, but leans on one of its front limbs in a refreshing stance when in battle. When at rest his eyes are white with the students in the shape of
a sengkang, but when involved they get red, longitude shape irises, white disciples, and narrow gaze. He weighs just 88.2 lbs. (40 kg), but still somewhat high at 4' 11 (1.5 m). [2] He shares the game's class motifs with his colleagues of the Grass (Chesnaught) and Fire-type (Delphox) types; while the former resembles a knight and magic,
Greninja draws inspiration from ninjas. In Japan, frogs and toads have long been associated with ninjutsu through the folklore of Gallant Jiraiya (児 son of Jiraiya Gōketsu Monogatari), the story of a ninja who can form a large toad. Greninja is capable of moves with the grace of ninjas,[3] and has the design and set of abilities associated
with Ninjutsu. Among his attacks were the once exclusive Water Shuriken, which allowed him to quickly dispose of stars made from compressed water,[3] Shadow Sneak, and Double Team. [4] He is also the only Pokemon to learn Mat Block, which protects the user's side with a cut mat. Protean capabilities, which allow camouflage users
to type attacks used, are exclusive to Greninja and a sworn Pokemon Kecleon (as well as former pre-evolution). Able to vanish and reappear quickly, it enjoys toying with enemies in any way. [3] He was very adaptable, learning many movements such as Bounce, Extrasensory, and Low Kick of various kinds. [4] Greninja's theft and
concern are unique among the early water types, in difference with previous design such as Blastoise and Swampert. He shoots compressed water jets from his hands, compared to many other types of water that shoot water from their mouths. It was created by Yusuke Ohmura, who was a water-type beginner two generations earlier as
well as mascot creatures for X and Y, Xerneas and Yveltal. [6] Greninja's design was finalized by Ken Sugimori, the art director of Game Freak. When Pokémon X and Y took place in Kalos, a french-inspired fiction region, the name Greninja combined the French word for frog (grenouille) and ninja. [7] It is used for english, Spanish, and
Italian X and Y. Ironically, completely different names are used in French adjustments, with Amphinobi combining the French word for amfhibia (amphobic) and shinobi. The Japanese name is Gekkouga, combining the Japanese word for croak (a.k.a. geko) and koga ninjutsu school (a.k.a. Kōga ryū). [8] Appearances in the Video game
Series pokémon game Greninja began in Pokémon X and Y, which was released internationally on October 12, 2013 for the Nintendo 3DS. As is true for most Pokemon evolving from scratch, Greninja rarely happens except rather than choosing Froakie at the beginning of the game and training completely. It can only be obtained instead
by developing Frogadier Safari Partners, with the fully developed Froakie being named Froabble's competitor in the game Shauna trades to the player after the game is over, if Fennekin is the chosen starter, or through a trade with another player. It can be transferred to Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire via trade, or to sun and moon and
Ultra Sun and Ultra Moon through Pokémon Bank's online storage system. Although very rare, Greninja has a shiny variant that can be obtained in games that jet black with tongue In X and Y, if a player chooses a Bomba-type Fennekin as their starter, the Serena/Calem rival will choose Froakie and eventually raise him to Greninja. If
they choose the Chespin grass type, shauna's other competitors will do so. So. has been included in pokémon spin-off games as well. In the action game Pokémon Rumble World, Greninja is the back boss of Dewdrop Bay's Castle Moat, and can be recruited as a playable character. He is the fifth-ranked Region 03 boss in Pokémon
Picross, Renegade Meadow in the Pokémon puzzle game Battle trozei, and the 24th Ranked Expert in Pokémon Shuffle. Through Froakie's character, Greninja can be played in the Pokémon Super Mystery Dungeon, instead of being incorporated into the game box art. Another Nintendo game Outside of the Pokémon series, Greninja
also appears in Nintendo's Super Smash Bros series. Greninja was included as the new fighter in Super Smash Bros. for Nintendo 3DS and Wii U in 2014,[9] back in Super Smash Bros. Ultimate in 2018. [10] Greninja's entry was revealed during Super Smash Bros. Live on April 8, 2014, with the re-characters Sifar Saman Samus, Sheik,
Yoshi, and pokémon charizard friends. The game's director, Masahiro Sakurai, stated that he decided to include the construction of the end, and he worked very closely with the Game Freak concept illustrations and made his own interpretation of the character. His features in pokémon games are mirrored in Smash, becoming an agile
warrior with ninja-like stealth capable of attacking opponents with water from his palm. His last smesy, Secret Ninja Attack, incorporates Greninja's signature moving Mat Block. His home ranks include Prism Tower, kalos capital's Pokémon Gymnasium, on the 3DS version and the Kalos Pokémon League on the Wii U version. Through
completing the Super Mario Maker challenge mode, the player can unlock mystery mushrooms for Greninja that can be used in customized levels of players. When Mario makes contact with Mushrooms, he takes Greninja's equations and animations so that he closes the stage, makes contact with the enemy, or loses his life. Greninja has
the same sound bits as Mario, instead of pokémon games; this is also true for Pikachu, Charizard, Jigglypuff, Mewtwo and Lucario but not for Bulbasaur, Charmander or Squirtle. In the anime Multiple Greninja has made an appearance in the XY series anime Pokémon. Although Pokémon was first mentioned in the episode A Rush of
Ninja Wisdom!, he made an official appearance in the 17th Pokémon films, Diancie and Cacoon of Destruction, under the owner of a thief ninja named Riot. Ippei and Sanpei, two recurring brothers in the anime, both have Greninja. They both chose Froakie as their starter in tribute to the Greninja people who saved their hometown. Ash
Ketchum's Greninja series is the most prominent; she first appeared as Froakie Froakie The first episode of Kalos, Where Dreams and Adventures Begin!, was captured by Ash in the following episode of Lumiose City Pursuit!, and grew from Frogadier to Greninja in the Decision Festival!. Uniquely, Greninja and Ash were able to
temporarily attribate their awareness during the fighting. When such an exchange occurs, a former physical morf to resemble Abu, a form called Ash-Greninja. In The Face of Many Needs!, Ash fired Greninja back in the wild so that he could protect Kalos with Squishy and Z-2, which is two Zygarde, from the evil roots that Team Flare left
after their defeat. In the live action film A Greninja group appears in the live-action film Pokémon Detective Pikachu, but as small antagonists working as hired weapons for Clifford Enterprises against Tim and Harry Goodman as Detectives Pikachu and Lucy Stevens so Psyduck Lucy managed to beat them by using the full force that has
blown This up since the Greninja group had been the victim of illegal experiments by their mastermind Howard Clifford , but with the help of any of his evil scientists, perhaps like Dr. Laurent. [11] In a printed adaptation in the literary adaptation of the Pokémon Pokémon X and Y Adventures, Yvonne has a Greninja named Croaky. He
chose him as his starter in Fast-Thinking Froakie of Professor Sycamore, his rival X picked Chespin, and Fennekin had poké Ball who was lashed out after an unintentional encounter with Xerneas and Yveltal. As Greninja, Croaky is shown as a very serious and efficient Pokémon, which is an accurate reflection of ninja-like discipline but
differs from its implied nature in video games. Other media Since it was introduced, Greninja is regularly featured in Pokémon's goods. In Pokémon Trading Card Games, Greninja-EX is one of the main cards associated with the Kalos Power Tin set[12] and as a promotion for BREAKpoint Wave Slasher Theme Deck. [13] Ash-Greninja
was also included in the trading card game[13] and plushies line-up. Major chains, soft tools, and Pokémon figures are all available in the online Pokémon Center store as well as in the local toy store chain. Greninja was introduced between the fourth wave of amiibo, a lineup of Nintendo figures toys-to-life that can be collected. That figure
is based on his appearances in Super Smash Bros. and is compatible with many different video games for the Wii U, Nintendo 3DS, and Nintendo Switch. Initially released on April 3, 2015 as Toys R Us exclusive, Greninja proved so desirable that the figure was sold out in just 30 minutes. [14] Greninja's reception has proven to Pokémon
the most popular introduced in X and Y. revealed, it is praised as fantastic and ... may be popular not far from its design alone. [15] Japanese elections 2016 held by The Pokémon Pokémon determines that Greninja is the most popular Pokémon species in the country. [17] Ash-Greninja has been described as a stylish addition and a great
asset to the player's squad. [18] Acceptance of his inclusion in Super Smash Bros. mostly positive, with many online reviewers appreciating the uniqueness of the character and completely surprised by its perasmian. [9] Greninja's inclusion in the film Detective Pikachu was also praised for staying true to ninja-like images in video games
and anime, although some reviewers criticized the species' slim tongue scarf as super disgusting when given in CGI. [11] Greninja was named Pokémon of the Year 2020, based on lottery decisions by fans in sweepstakes controlled by Google and The Pokémon Company. [19] The reference ^ Greninja took the top 720 Pokémon spots in
the recent Japanese Popularity Contest. Siliconera. 2016-06-08. Retrieved 2019-06-02. ↑ Greninja. Pokémon/Nintendo. 2013-10-12. ^ b Greninja | Pokédex | More about Pokemon.com. www.pokemon.com. Retrieved 2018-09-17. ↑ b Greninja - #658 - Serebii.net Pokédex. www.serebii.net. Retrieved 2018-09-17. ↑ Dixon, Scott (2014-05-
09). Champagne, macarons and Pikachu? Paris hosts Europe's first Pokémon Center. Rocket News/SOCIO CORPORATION. ↑ Luffy, Monkey (2013-10-24). Pokémon X &amp; Y Artists Struggle With Xerneas And Yveltal Design. Wordpress. ↑ Campbell, Colin (2013-07-05). How the French inspired Junichi Masuda to make Pokémon X
and Y. Polygons. ↑ Dolly, Bidder (2014-01-30). 658 Gekkouga (Greninja). Wordpress. ↑ b Hernandez, Patricia. Internet Responds to New Smash Bros. Revealed. Kotaku. Retrieved 2018-09-18. ↑ Small, Jordan (2019-01-03). Super Smash Bros. Character Guide. Final: Greninja. Geek.com. Retrieved 2019-06-02. ↑ b Hoffer, Christian
(2018-11-12). 'Detective Pikachu': Who is Greninja?. ComicBook.com. WWG. Retrieved 2019-06-02. ↑ Pokémon TCG: Kalos Power Tin | Pokemon.com. www.pokemon.com. Retrieved 2018-09-18. ↑ b Ash-Greninja-EX | XY-Promo | TCG Card Database | Pokemon.com. www.pokemon.com. Retrieved 2018-09-18. ↑ Makuch, Eddie (2015-
04-03). Greninja Amiibo Sells Out in Under An Hour. Gamespot. Retrieved 2018-09-18. ↑ View Pokémon X &amp; Y Starters Final Evolution (spoiler) - Hardcore Gamer. the player is tough. 2013-10-10. Achieved in 2018-09-18. ^ ポケモン映画公式サイト「劇場版ポケットモンスター みんなの物語」. A.K.A. モンaa公式サイト「a.k.a., the
モンスター みんなのa之」 (in Japanese). Retrieved 2018-09-18. ↑ The most popular Pokémon in Japan have been crowned. Polygons. Retrieved 2018-09-18. ↑ 'Pokémon Sun and Moon' Team Builder: The ultimate guide to designing your Pokémon army. Retrieved 2018-09-18. ↑ Dalvin Brown (February 27, 2020). Pokémon World of the
Year Greninja, according to a sweepstakes held by Google. United States Today. Retrieved 27 February 2020. ↑ Pokémon of the Year 2020 is... Greninja, the Ninja Pokémon!. Youtube. February 27, 2020. Retrieved 27 February 2020. The links outside the Greninja video game portal in Bulbapedia Greninja Pokemon.com taken from the
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